Instructor Office: wwh 829
Instructor Office Hours: Tuesday 10-11:30 a.m. or by appointment
Website: http://cs.nyu.edu/cs/faculty/spencer/stat06/index.html
Prof. Spencer usually responds to email queries very quickly. This is a good way to ask those questions that you might have (wrongly!) thought were too simple or foolish. To separate your emails from spam, please make the subject heading: QR STAT. The website will have a variety of “handouts” and further explanations. Please bookmark it.

Grading Policy: biweekly quizzes 20%; midterm 35%; final 45%. However, subjective factors can effect your grade. In particular, comments from the TA (Student X asks good questions/ is always asleep/ spends the class sending email to friends/ whatever) and the subjective opinion of the instructor will play a role in the final grade.

Teaching Assistants: Fedor Soloviev and Miranda Holmes